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Patent Search

Before deciding on a final paintbrush design, we conducted a patent search to make sure we had an original idea. There are actually relatively few patents held on paintbrushes and paintbrush handles and most of those are decorative ornamental designs for a variety of handle shapes. Nothing like our replaceable, interchangeable paintbrush handle was found.

D426,070 Wholey June 6, 2000
The ornamental design for a self-hanging ergonometric paintbrush handle.

6,195,830 Bruschi March 6, 2001
Multi-colored paintbrush handle and the process for manufacturing said handle.

6,230,357 Davis May 15, 2001
Paintbrush handle and applicator cartridge

D371,681 Bond July 16, 1996
The ornamental design for a paintbrush handle, as shown and described
D369,963 Mayer March 19, 1996
The ornamental design for a paintbrush handle, as shown and described.

D345,058 Merritt March 15, 1994
The ornamental design for a paintbrush handle, as shown and described.

D380,615 Roberts July 8, 1997
The ornamental design for a paintbrush, as shown and described.

D376,049 Harris December 3, 1996
The ornamental design for a utility paintbrush, as shown and described.

D311,455 Snipes October 23, 1990
The ornamental design for a paintbrush, as shown and described.